BACKGROUND

Using CITS-Metaphor 1.0

Choose between five different
background colors.

Notoriously different results can be obtained by changing the settings. It also provides
the flexibility of multiple file formats. These outputs should no t be considered as a
final result, but instead, as a compositional element ready to be included in posters,
presentation cards, websites, brochures, amongst other possible alternatives.

MONOCHROME
Enables RGB color.

Different outputs can be mixed, in order to achieve different combinations. For
example, a mixture of a black PDF and a white PDF with two different files.

BLACK / WHITE
This command only works when color is not activated,
color control for CITS logo is also controlled here.

DENSITY SLIDERS
Main appearance of the graphic is controlled here. Slow computers
will slow down when higher values are selected.
Use with caution, sometimes less is more.

CONNECTIONS
It is useful to hide connections when having too many satellites and a
cleaner look is desired.

SCALE
The whole graphic is de-centered and
scaled up to 200%

DIVERSITY
The symbol of each inhabitant can be changed. Instead of having
different types, they will all have the same simple cross ( - X - ).

CLUSTERS
Inhabitants can orbit the earth randomly or they can also be grouped
constantly in different communities/clusters.

CITS LOGO
CITS logo can be hidden or visible.
Scale can be changed using it’s own slider.

OUTPUTS *
Files can be saved in four different formats:
PNG

PDF

This PDF file includes the background color of the image.

Bitmap images, recommended for screen design, available in two
different formats.

TIFF

PDF (ALPHA)

HD Vector files scalable to any desired width.
Recommended for print design.

This PDF file includes all graphics except the background.

* Files are saved under the SAVED FILES folder inside the application folder

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Software runs on MAC OS X (10.8 or higher). A computer fast enough to run high
resolution graphics is recommended for performance. CITS-Metaphor v1.0 can be run
in windows using Processing and downloading CITS-M source

